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HANNAH  
WHOSE STORY PROVIDED THE INSPIRATION THAT STARTED IT ALL

OWNER'S FULL DETAILS

Surname......................................... Given Name ........................ Title..........

Address.........................................................................
              
              .......................................................................        .Postcode........................

Telephone..................................... AH......................... .BH................................

Mobile........................

Executor's Name.................................................................Phone No.....................

Address.............................................................
           
              .............................................................                   Postcode..................

Number of animals registered on this program                                       ....................

I/We declare that my/our will includes specific provision for The Hannah Foundation to 
take ownership and care for the animal(s) I own at the time of my death. I also declare 
that I have made financial provision for the ongoing care of these animals as requested.

Copy of will (or relevant section signed and dated) enclosed

Signature................................................... Date...................................



DETAILS OF ANIMAL

Breed..........................................         
Sex                                  Male/Female       
Desexed                          Yes/No                             
Name..........................................          
Microchip Number.......................
Date of Birth................................
Colour   ......................................         
Distinguishing marks........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................

Current Treating Veterinarian 

Name....................................................
Address    .................................................
                 ...................................................
Phone     ...............................

Relevant Medical History (Please list any current medical conditions and advise of 
regular medication and preventative medicine)
.............................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................

Behaviour and temperament
Does the dog display aggression to other dogs

Does the dog display aggression to people.

Are there any particular circumstances in which the dog may become 
distressed. Examples may include, but are not limited to, car travel, certain 
actions, noises, weather conditions or meeting particular types of people.
How is the dog's general demeanor best described i.e. placid, excitable, aloof, 
outgoing, shy etc.

Is the dog very closely bonded to one person, and if so does it become 
distressed at that person's absence.

How does the dog respond to general care such as nail clipping or grooming



General care
When is the dog normally fed i.e. how many times a day and what particular times 

What is the dog normally fed

Are there any types of food that the dog has a known allergy to

Is the dog on a special diet for any health issues

Where does the dog normally sleep

Is the dog used to asking to go outside or is it used to free access in and out of doors

Is the dog prohibited from any areas of the house

 How much exercise does the dog normally get, averaged over a week

Does the dog have any favourite toys

 Are there any particular commands/ cues that the dog responds to. If so list same

 Will we need to look for any clothing or favourite bedding when we collect the dog 


